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1. Introduction.

At present, there exist two at first slant alternative theoretical con-

ceptions concerned with a description of Interaction processes o
f
 Moh and

superhigh energy hadrons. One of them 1s the theory with renormoroun critical

pomeron (RCP) [1-4] ( c 6
p
( O ) s 1 ), the other - with supercritical

( oC
p
 (О) з 1 ) - froissaron [5-7] .

Both theories are based on quark-qluon picture of strong interactions

which allows one to reach a substantial proqress 1n understandino the harirnnic

Interactions at larqe distances where the OCD perturbation theory 1s inaooHc-

able (see, e.g. [6] ).

Together with P-pole exchange (cylindrical diaoram), both theories take

into account 3lso П -роюегоп branchinos which In the case with PCP irake

a large contribution to the pre-asymptotic energy reqion, while 1n the case

with froissaron they contribute essentially to the asymptotic enerav recinn.

The present work Is concerned with a comparison of the both models to

eaGh other as well as to experimental data at med1um,h1qh and suoerhiah

energies. At energies more than E{
a
g > 10 Ge

v
 the contributions of the

hard processes to total cross sections will most probably dominate over the

soft ones and both models will become practically inapplicable. However



such energies will hardly ue achieved till the end of the current millennium:

therefore our Investigation will be restricted to the energy reaion

£ 4 25 ( £ = E r i S / S o ) , where the contribution of the hard processes

may apparently be neglected so far.

Our optimism apropos of the idea that one and the same theory can be

applicable 1n a giant energy range 10 ^ Egag < 10 GeV 1s exdained by

the fact that | which varies only from 2.5 to 25 1s a characteristic

parameter of theory rather than E. Our assertion 1s that theory which is

applicable at £ и 10 must be aDplicable at fc « 25 too.

The comparison between the two models shows that both RCP and froissaron

describe almost equally well the whole at present existing set of experimenta
1

data on hadron-hadron Interactions, although the theory with RCP looks some-

what more preferable. Essential differences 1n the predictions beoin to mani-

fest at fc > 16, but 1n case of hadron-hadron Interactions they are not of

principal nature, and some variation 1n the model parameters will allow one

to make both theories coinciding at least uo to ^ » 22. and this will

entirely overlap a practically accessible eneroy reoion. The principal dif-

ferences between these theories beoin to disolav only 1n the consideration

of hadron-nuclear interactions which will just serve as a aood test for

choosing a correct theory.

Recently, there were published new results [я-10] on experimental study

of inelastic cross sections of cosmic energy protons Interaction with the

air atomic nuclei which overlap a sufficiently wide energy region up to

V * 22. Therefore of great Interest 1s the comparison of these models

in cosmic energy region, which Sect.3 of the.present work 1s concerned with.

In Sect.4 we carry out a comparison between the models predictions and

the experimental data for hadron-hadron interactions. All possible character-

istics of elastic scattering are considered: total cross sections, slopes of



the diffraction cone, elastic and Inelastic cross sections, etc.

Sect.5 deals with theoretical predictions for hadron-nuclei Interactions-

their comparison with experimental data 1s carried out.

In Sect.6 we show possibilities existing 1n each of the models to Improve

their agreement with the experiment.

At the end of the work we give a table of predictions for the future

accelerators.

2. Elastic Scattering Amplitude.

a) Renormgroup Critical Pomeron - RCP.

Consider firstly the theory with renormqroup critical oomeron. It 1s

based on Reggeon field theory (RFT) with account of pomeron production thres-

holds. The RFT was exhaustingly considered 1n Refs [1,11,1?] . Obtained 1n

these works pomeron Green function proved to be very suitable for theoretical

description of hadronic Interactions at superhioh enemies and was used [2-
л
]

for description of total cross sections, slopes of the diffraction cone,

differential cross sections and other characteristics of elastic hadron-

nuclei and hadron-hadron Interactions.

It was shown [l,4] that at low energies, RCP smoothly turns Into Reaoeon

perturbation theory which describes well all features of the rich experimental

material existing at low and medium enerqies (see, e.q. [13] ).

The main difference between RCP and other field theories (e.a. OEO or

QCD) 1s that at any finite energy a finite number-of oerturbation theory

diagrams contribute to scattering amplitude. This 1s due to the fact that

there exists a threshold energy below which pomeron doesn't exist. Hence we

have a perturbation theory over three-pomeron coupHno constant 1
0
 , in

which the number of diagrams at any given energy Is limited beino determined

by value of energy. With Increasing energy, the number of diaorams beoins to

ь



grow in an avalanche-Hke way, and the perturbation theory becomes practically

Inapplicable; however owing to this latter, 1t becomes possible to use the

ttP obtained In Ref. [1] .

As was shown 1n Ref. [11] , the "bare" value of pomeron Intercept mist

axceed unity by some value | Д
о С
 | ; then, after renormalization, the

intercept value becomes equal to unity. This case just corresponds to critical

pomeron. In case when the Intercept "bare" value 1s above 1 + I Д о с I »

the renormalization cannot decrease the Intercept down to unity and this

corresponds to supercritical pomeron. When the Intercept "bare" value

oi
o
 < 1 + | Д

о с
 | , the renormalized intercept lies below unity and

corresponds to subcritical pomeron case. The experimental data analysis shows

that the version with oC
0
< 1 + | Д

0 С
1 does not correspond to the experiment

data. So the versions with cC
o
 > 1 + |Aoc| remain. At medium and high

energies the pole amplitude 1n both versions behaves as S
A
 . At cC

0
 =

= 1 + | Д о с I when Q—*oa , Д — * - 0 , the amplitude turns to the

critical pomeron regime and behaves as ~ ^ ' . When oC
0
 > 1 + I Дос I

at S —•"
 CK:>

 « the amplitude turns to the froissaron retrlme ~%*- Le-

the differences between the models start to display only at very h1oh eneroies

fc ^ 16. In the case of critical pomeron A
o c
-cr1t1cal can be obtained

from the foil owing equation [1]

" 9

From the experimental data analysis [13} we have: X
o
-0.36+0.1 and |

0

» 2.5±0.5, this giving |Дос1 • 0.0Ш0.002.

The methods for obtaining the amplitude with a single RCP were often



discussed being referred to 1n many works [1-4] ; therefore we shall oive

here only final results without going Into details. The Imaginary part of the

amplitude with a single renormalized renormgroup critical pomeron exchange

has the following form:

г(М); (1)

where

0,277,

X " Is a new scale variable, corresponding to transferred momentum, Q
1 ?
 Q

2

ire vertex functions of pomeron-particle coupling. ^i(|) . Рг( £ > * ) and

Q(t=) are scale functions determining the amplitude eneray and t-denendence.

All these functions were theoretically defined and calculated 1n Ref. [l] .

In the low-energy region we have ~ |-o,277gAoc
and

£ ) , I.e. amplitude (1) takes Its usual Dole

form. At high energies the scale functions' have a very complex structure

which was calculated In Ref. [l] .

In low- and high-energy region an essential contribution 1s made by am-

plitudes with RCP re-scattering on each other. In the realon of asymototically

high energies the contributions of the branchings die out and the scatteHno

amplitude enters the asymptotic regime ~ ^ ° ' 2 7 7 . But 1n the region of

practically accessible energfes we are Interested In, the contribution of the

branchings Is very large and provides a high rate of total cross sections

growth, of the order of fc2 .

So long as a highly essential contribution to RCP 1s made by the Mohest-



order branchings, then to apply the method of exact summation of quas1-e1konal

series determined in Ref. [14] rather than a usual quasi-elkonal model used

In Refs [2,3] would be much more correct.

The diffraction excitation of hadronic states with small masses

M «S ( 2 * 3 ) GeV 1s approximately taken into account alonq with elastic

re-scatterings 1n quas1-e1konal models. In a usual quasi-eikonal model this

account 1s carried out correctly up to the fourth-order brancMno; as to the

highest-order ones, they are calculated with larqe errors. However, when the

value of the pole elkon»1

where

is not too large, the highest branchings contributions are small and a usual

quasi-elkonal model can be used. When Z 1s large, one should apply the

nethod of quasi-eikonai series exact summation which takes Into account the

liqhest branchings contributions correctly. In RCP at high energies H de-

creases as ^-0,86Z and the u s u aj QUas1-e1konal model becomes applicable

already at \j ?* 18. In the supercritical pomeron theory an Inverse situat-

ion can be observed: H grows with Increasing energy and at superhiah

energies the usual quasi-eikonai model becomes Inaoplicable.

The use of the method of quasi-eikonai series exact summation allowed us

to increase considerably the pomeron-particle coupling constant Q .

Instead of 6.71 1n Refs [2-4,13] , It took here the value

« 10.8 ± 0.05 (GeV/c)"2 (3)

illowing to increase sharply the rate of arowth of total cross sections at

suDer'iigh energies and leaving the region of low and hiah eneraies unchanged.

The resulting elastic scattering amplitude describes well all existino exoeri-
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mental data on total cross sections, slopes of the diffraction cone, differ-

ential cross sections and other characteristics of hadron elastic Interactions

1n a wide energy range from the threshold |
o
« 2.5 (E ** 10 GeV) up to

SPS-collider energy ^ • 12.58 as well as qives predictions for all

practically accessible energies.

b) Supercritical Pomeron - Froissaron.

We have taken the form of the scattering amplitude 1n the supercritical

pomeron theory from Ref.[6j . The total cross section and slope of the dif-

fraction cone at t«0 1n the usual quasi-elkonal model are determined as

follows:

where

and

1s the pole quasi-elkonal defining the relative value of successive re-

scatterings, (Гр-8зсХр£* .parameters ,%p - %<\{9)%z(°) *ri
9. P P

R - R| + R j characterize the hadron-pomeron coupling vertex, and the

shower amplification coefficient С has the form:

C = 1 + • £ £ , (7)



where 6 Э Я Is total cross section of the diffraction dissociation.

The data processing of the experiment with 6 and d 6 / d t

has given for pp and pp scattering the following parameter values \$[-

Jfp - 3.64 (GeV/c)"2 ; R*« 3.56 (Gev/сГ2 ; С «1.5 ;

(8)

Д ж Ы р ( 0 ) - 1 - 0.07 t 0.03 ; оСр - 0.25 ± 0.1 (GeV/c)"2.

Recently, a new set of parameters was obtained:

Ур « 2.4 ± 0.03 ; R2- 3.30 ± 0.02

,, (8a)
Д - 0.12 ± 0.02 ; <*p * 0.22 ± 0.02 .

The calculations were performed for the both sets of parameters. The

set (8a) provides a better agreement with the experiment.

The cross section % of the elastic scattering diffraction Drocesses

and diffraction dissociation 1n the usual quasi-elkonal model 1s written 1n

the form:

^ '

At 2-*-«o when E » 1 and f (E/2) =:£/! (XeZ/2)/(Z/2),

where )f • 0.577 1s the Euler c

section defined 1n (4) will grow as

where )f • 0.577 1s the Euler constant*, the Interaction total cross

I.e. reaches the froissaron regime.

10



It should be noted again that at Z ^> 1 the usual quasi-elkonal for-

mulae (4) and (9) become Inapplicable, so the calculations will have to be

carried out by the formulae of the method of quas1-e1konal series exact

summation from Ref.[i4] ; hence the possibility of achievement of froissaoon

Hm1t becomes not so obvious. Besides, formulae (4)-(9) are obtained takina

Into account only non-amplified RCP diagrams. At superhiah enerqies the con-

tribution of amplified diagrams becomes rather essential despite even relative

small ness of three-pomeron constant 1 . The account of all these factors

must change essentially pre-asymptotic behaviour of theory with supercritical

pomeron.

3. Hadron-Nuclei Interactions.

In the energy region 10 < *§ < 20 we are Interested 1n, there exist

only measurements of ^p-aix -Inelastic cross section of proton-nuclei

Interaction on the air atomic nuclei, obtained from the cosm1c-ray experi-

ments [8-10] . Despite the fact that these data contain monstrous errors,

nevertheless they Indicate the general tendency of the cross section behavior

and can help us to make a choice of a theory describing the experimental si-

tuation more adequately. For that, one should first describe the cross section

pxod
Qp-alx Itself, and second, extract from experimental data on the air

atomic nuclei the total cross sections of proton-proton scatterino, (Г_р
в
 ,

1n both theoretical models. The procedure of this extraction was described

1n detail 1n Refs [2,3] , so we shall present hece only Its basic moments.

Using the formalism of multiple scattering theory [15] with a correct

account of Increase of pN-Interaction diffraction cones slooes, one can

obtain the following expression for Inelastic cross section of proton-nuclei

Interaction [2] :

11



R
.
}
 exp

where

LI ПЬЛ I ^J
™ frl 0 W П I ••

• •• • - • - б о г ' I
 a

 м

«рЛ"}=(1^/-

For deriving (11) we have used the Gaussian parametrization for one-

particle nuclear density [16] :

(11)
(J5FR)

3 e
 >

this being quite justified for the air atomic nuclei ( Л * 14.4).

While calculating the cross sections under consideration, we carried out

also the account of the correction д б у , ^ connected with Inelastic

channels (diffraction dissociation) [17] . Besides that, 1n the experimental

data analysis we took Into account the specificity of the corresoondinq

cosmic-ray experiments leading to some underestimation of measured cross

sections by the quantity of д С Т
0
" (accordino to'[17] дСТ"" 15 * 16 mb).

4, Comparison with the Hadron-Hadron Interaction Experiment.

Before proceeding to a comparison' of theoretical predictions with exoeri-

mental data, we'd like to make some preliminary remarks. Note that at eneraies

above 1000 GeV the characteristics of pp and pp -Interactions practically

coincide. Therefore we shall compare In what follows the data on p p -Inter-

action at SPS-colHder energies to those on pp -Interactions at lower

energies. All experimental data used 1n the present paper are taken from

12



tefs [18-28] . In all figures given 1n this paper three curves are plotted -

solid one refers to the RCP theory, dash-dotted ones - to the model with

supercritical pomeron, with sets of parameters (8) and (8a).

„-tot
a) Total Cross Sections U p p

Fig.l presents total cross sections of pp -Interaction at E ^ g from
l?10 to 10 GeV. Both models describe equally well the region of medium and

high energies and practically coincide up to | < 15.

The cross section given by critical pomeron first grows very quickly:

~ fc£ ; at SPS-colHder energy ( | • 12.58) It reaches the value of

62.2 mb; the experimental value 1s 61.9H.5 mb. At £ > 15 (E£a6> 10
7 GeV)

the growth rate begins to slow down gradually turning then to asymptotical

one ~ P

In the froissaron case the best agreement with experimental data 1s pro-

vided by the set of parameters (8a). The cross section at this set of parame-

ters grows quickly from the very beginning and achieves 62.4 mb at the collider

energy. At fc > 15 It begins to exceed the cross section alven by RCP

and turns to Its asymptotic regime ~ £ 2 . The parameter's set (8) provides

much slower growth at £ - 12.58; the cross section 1n this case 1s

57.2 mb. Entering to the asymptotic regime occurs at b > 25 (Etag & 10 GeV;.

In the region of comparatively low energies ( £ < 15) the cross section

1n the froissaron theory behaves as в '
А
 , while In the RCP theory as

. With Increasing energy froissaron transits to froissaron reoime —

while RCP Into pole regime ~\ • The essential difference 1n the cross
g

sections given by these models appears only at £ > 20 (Eft->10 GeV). I.e.

total cross sections cannot serve as a test for choosing a correct model. Note

that at t > 15 the quas1-e1konal formulae (4)-(9) for froissaron become

inapplicable.

13



b) The Slope of the Diffraction Cone b( § ) at -t < 0.1.

F1g.2 presents the slope of the pp-1nteract1on diffraction cone at

-t < 0.1 GeV . One can see that both models describe well the exoerimentally

observed growth of slope 6(£)though both curves with froissaron at fc »12 H e

somewhat higher than experimental points. The new, more precise data of SPS-

colHder give the value 15.2 ± 0.2 (GeV/c)"2. The theory with RCP at this

energy gives 15.7, while with froissaron 15.6 • 16.4 (GeV/c)'2. Ibidem 1s

shown also the corridor of theoretical errors due mainly to the fact that

the value of the pomeron "bare" slope o^p(O) 1s defined Insufficiently

well. In RCP, from the comparison with experiment at low eneroies, we have
• 0%

otp(O) = 0.4 * 0.5 (GeV/c) . The corridor upDer boundary refers to 0.5,

while the lower one to 0.4. At energies less than the SPS-collider ones the

uncertainties of all parameters compensate each other and the error corridor

1s therefore very small; with Increasing energy 1t beains to extend rapidly.

For precise fixation of all parameters the expeHirents on slope measurement

are necessary, at least at one more energy value of the order of b « 20.

The error corridor presented 1n all the rest fiaures 1s due mainly to un-

certainty 1n ctp (0) . A similar corridor exists also 1n the theory with

supercritical pomeron where otp(P) = 0.25 + 0.1 (GeV/c) , but we won't

show 1t 1n the figures lest the drawlnqs should be overloaded.

The diffraction cone slopes 1n the RCP theory grow very Quickly exceeding

considerably the froissaron theory slopes which come out to asynmtotics ~

only at energies Ь > 30. The asymptotic rate of the slooe arowth In RCP

1s ~ ^
1
'

139
 being reached already at fc > 15.

с) The Ratio у = R
e
 M ( ̂ ,O)/Im M (\r,O) .

F1g.3 presents the ratio of real to Imaginary parts of the pD-scatter1nq

14



amplitude at t * 0. As shown 1n Ref. [29] , at h1oh enerqies the relation

RtM(»,o) ^ J * _ Л -

Is valid. At t f 0 1t was shown 1n [29] and [30] that at hioh eneroies the

relation

must take place. At E ^ 1000 GeV the perturbation theory formulae were

used, 1n which ReM(£>"fc) was calculated directly from sianature multi-

pliers. Thus obtained R e M ( £ , t ) agrees well In this reaion with the

results obtained from formulae (12) and (13) and describes well the exoerf-

mental data.

At SPS-colHder energy the RFT gives f • 0.136, while froissaron

О • 0.134. On asymptotics both theories give a decrease О ~ -g"

However the curve corresponding to froissaron lies considerably hiaher than

the RCP one.

d) Elastic Cross Section < Г
е С

Fig.4 presents the elastic cross section of PD-Interaction. Гп PCP model

1t was calculated 1n the form of the Integral over t from dCT/dt

obtained In Ref. [4] . The agreement with existing experimental data 1s good

at all energies. The error corridor 1s due to uncertainty 1n the quantity

ot'p CO) •

The elastic cross section In the supercritical pomeron model was caleula г.

ed by formula (9). The agreement with the experiment here 1s much worse.

In RFT this cross section turned out larger than the one obtained from

15



approximate relation

which points out an essential contribution of region of large transferred

momenta.

At SPS-col71der energy the experiment gives the value (Г *13.31±0.63 mb.

In the RCP theory we obtain С * 13.19 mb, while 1n the froissaron one

9.73 • 11.9 mb. The behaviour of C
et
 1n these theories 1s essen-

tially different on asymptotics. In RCP 1t falls off as £~°>585 , while

in froissaron 1t grows as \j* and tends to Its asymtotic Hm1t

( Г
е е
 —• "2 °"

tet
 • In RCP (Г

е С
 begins to fall off at ^ > 20,

while before that 1t grows as fc* .

F1g.5 presents the ratio (Г
ее
/ &

Ь<Л
 . As was shown 1n Ref. [3l] ,

this quantity 1s crucial to clear up the question: Which of the two theories

dots work more correctly at superhigh energies? From (14) we have

cr
e C
 _

In RCP theory at asymptotically high energies this ratio behaves as b ~ ° '
8 e 2

 :

1n supercritical pomeron theory we have 0" / С -+"£, but at Ь «30

we have only 0.235+0.26. In the region of practically accessible enerqies

an Inverse picture 1s observed: up to £ « 17 O" e C and CTeJ/<Ttet

1n RCP grow much more rapidly than 1n froissaron, after which RCP beqins to

fall off gradually, while froissaron goes on growing. Therefore the conclusion

of A.Marten [31j, that the value 0.215+0.005 obtained on SPS-coll1der

which Is larger than 0.18 obtained on ISR" rejects the RCP theory, 1s Incorrect.

A.Marten believes that In RCP the ratio (Г / < T must fall off already

at £ > 8; this Is wrong since In this statement he does not take Into

16



account the contributions of branchinas which chanqe essentially thp

picture. Owinq to their contribution this ratio beains to fall off onlv at

fc > 18. While at SPS-collider energy the RCP qives the value

(Г / < 5
t o t

 = 0.215, this beinp in strikino aqreement with experimental

value 0.215+0.005 as distinct from the value CT
e e

/
/fl"

t o t
 = n.i7P

given by froissaron.

e) Inelatic Cross Section

F1g.6 gives Inelastic cross sections of oo-scatter1na for RCP and fro-

issaron; they were calculated by the formula

One can see that both models aaree well to each other and to experimental

data.

On the collider the value б
ш
 = 4R.6+2.1 mb was obtained. Tn PCP

6
l n
= 48.16 mb, and 1n froissaron 6

l n
 = 46.7^ t ^о.Л7 mb. On the

asymptotics 1n RCP 6
t n

~ ^ ' , while 1n froissaron 6
v n
 -~

Fiq.7 presents the ratio

JL ^
6
^) (16)

A.B.Kaidalov has shown 1n [32] that thp shower airo11f1cat1on cnp^ficipnt (7)

1s connected with total cross section and slope by relation (If) which must

be valid in the reaion of medium and hiah eneroies. At non-sunerh1oh enproies

this leads to a simple geometrical picture of scatteHno on particle as on

17



"grey" ball of radius R ~ 1/J6(fc) , and what is more essential, Its

"grey color" Is unambiguously determined by quantity C ( | ) .

One can see from the figure that at medium energies С (^) 1s a con-

stant and С « 1.5, which agrees well with formulae (7) and (8) for

the model with froissaron. However at SP5-collider energies we have

С * 1.203 ± 0.016, this obviously contradicting (8). Hereafter one can

conclude that 1n the supercritical pomeron theory the shower amplification

coefficient must be a function of energy and have the form shown 1n Fig.7.

This 1s apparently one of the simplest ways to Improve the froissaron model

for a better agreement with experimental data.

In RCP theory for this ratio at collider energy we have 1.255, while 1n

froissaron 1.223 • 1.406. On asymptotics In RCP this ratio qrows as JS°J
8 6 2 ,

while In froissaron 1t tends to 1/2 and can therefore serve as a test for

the choice of theory.

g) Partial Amplitude In Impact Parameter Representation f( £ , b).

In order to make clear what 1s the main difference between both models,

let us consider the partial amplitude f ( ^ > 6 ) 1n the representation of

the Impact parameter 6 » which 1s defined from the following condition:

In the supercritical pomeron theory In the usual quasi-elkonal model

f Cir>6) has a very simple form:

where X ( S , ^ ) 1s the pole e1 konal

18



In the RCP model, using the method of exact summation of quasi-elkonal

series we have

» "

A A
Where X and X are 4x4 matrices, and Indices 11 denote that one should

A

take element 11 of matrix f . We won't write out here the exact form of

f and X for they are rather cumbersome.

The results obtained for f (|)§) are given 1n F1q.8 as functions of

£ at § - 0; 5 and 10 GeV 2.

At the top of the figure there are given the values of f (6, £ ) at

о * 0, which corresponds to "non-transparency" of the nucleon central oart.

In froissaron the "non-transparency" uniformly grows with Increasing eneroy

and reaches Its limiting value equal to 1/2C at t « 3 0 . This corresponds

to scattering on a ball with constant "grey color" «•* 1/C. In RCP the situ-

ation 1s much more complicated: at low energies the central part of the

nucleon rapidly "turns grey" and achieves Its most "transparent" value at

^ <w 8; at further energy Increase the centre begins to "darken" rapidly

and achieves Its "blackest" value at £ « 16; then aqain beoins "lightening"

and f (0, ̂ ) reaches Its asymptotical regime typical for RCP-scatteHno

on a "grey" ball whose "transparency" grows witti Increasinp eneroy, but the

radius grows even more rapidly. The "transparency" arows as fe 0,862 ^
 a f №

squared radius grows as \:W
3S
 , therefore total cross sections on

asymptotics grow as Ь ° »
г 7 7

 . In the whole energy reqion f(O> £ ) 1n

RCP behaves as C~ 1 determined 1n formula (16). This points out. that the
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method of quasi-eikonai series exact summation 1s eauivaient to the account

of shower amplification coefficients as functions of £ .

At the bottom of the figure £ (8; £ ) at § • 5 and 10 are shown. One

can see that with Increasing energy the Interaction radius grows more raddly

1n RCP than 1n froissaron; yet at very h1qh energies froissaron outruns RCP.

One can say that at asymptotically high energies RCP corresponds to scattering

on a ball with smeared edges which "turns grey" rapidly with Increasing

energy, but Its radius grows even more rapidly.

Froissaron In the whole energy range corresponds to scattering on a

"grey" ball which rapidly "blackens" and achieves some permanent "orey color"

at h > 30. Its radius arows firstly relatively slowly, but at asymptotic

energies 1t grows as fe2 . The whole scatterino pattern then looks as

scattering on a ball with constant "arey color" havino sharp edoes with a

radius Increasing as fc2 , this just leading to saturation of froissar's

limit.

5. Comparison with Hadron-Nuciei Interaction Experiment.

Fig.9 presents theoretical curves describino Up-ait In both theories

considered. Experimental data are taken from Refs [8-10, 33} . The solid

curve refers to renormgroup critical pomeron. The upper dash-dotted curve

refers to supercritical pomeron with parameter set (8a), the lower one -

with parameters (8). One can see that up to £ ^ 25 both theories describe

the existing experimental material rather well and oracticaiiy coincide to

each other. Both critical and supercritical (with parameter set (8a)) pome-

rons pass through the FIAN points [16,33] , along the lower edge of FUJI

corridor, through the middle of Akeno corridor and directly throuah the

"Fly's Eye" point. At fe > 16 froissaron begins to exceed the cross
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section given by RCP.

Note one Interesting circumstance: F1g.l presents d^
p
° for both

models; the predictions of the froissaron theory there achieve and exceed

the corresponding predictions of the RCP theory already at fc > 16. As to

the scattering on the air nuclei, the curve corresponding to froissaron 1s

systematically lower 1n the whole Interval 15 < fc < 25. This 1s due to

the fact that though total cross sections 1n froissaron at fc > 16 H e

higher, the slopes б ( ^ ) H e considerably below the slopes in RCP. In

what follows we shall explain this phenomenon at greater length.

Figs 10 and 11 present total cross sections of DO-1nteract1on In theories

with critical pomeron and froissaron (with a set of (8a) parameters), res-

pectively. Ibidem are given results of extraction of pp cross sections from

experimental data on photon-nuclei Interaction on the air nuclei at cosmic

energies. These results are obtained using the method described 1n Sect. 3.

Circles with arrows denote those values of extracted oolnts which H e above

the unitary Hm1t for the given theory. One can see from the fiqures that

both theories agree with those marked points equally well. At the same time

1t 1s clear that the cosmic-ray experiments require a more rapid orowth of

the diffraction cone slopes than one the both theories are able to alve.

The theory with RCP In this respect looks as a more preferable one.

F1gs 12 and 13 present the diffraction cone slopes In theories with

critical pomeron and froissaron (with (8a) parameter set), respectively.

The experimental data given In these figures are conventional, but they are

helpful to understand the general tendency of the slopes growth. These data

were extracted as follows: 1t was assumed that the po-scatter1ng total cross

sections have exactly the values given by the theory; using these values bv

means of the above-given scheme, the corresponding values of slooes

were extracted. Thus obtained slopes are just given 1n Flos 12 and 13 1n the
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form of experimental data. It 1s seen from the figures that the required

growth of slopes must be much more rapid than that given by both theories;

however slopes In the critical pomeron theory satisfy the cosmic experiments

requirements much better.

Fig. 14 presents the partial amplitude f (Bj£) in the representation

of impact parameter В at В » 0; 10; 15 and 20 GeV"
2
, as a function of

I» , being obtained on the basis of expression (10). The solid curve refers

to the theory with renormgroup critical pomeron, while the dash-dotted one -

to supercritical pcmeron with a set of parameters (8).

An attentive study of this figure together with Fig.8 exhaustingly ex-

plains the result that a small difference between both theories 1n case of

pp-scatter1ng Induces some discrepancy between them 1n case of scatterina on

nuclei.

In case of scattering on proton, at B-0 In RCP we had a rather compli-

cated twisting curve which at fc > 16 fell off as fc"°i
86

 t
 what cor-

responds to rapid growth of transparency of the nucleon centre. At scattering

on the air nucleus we observe a smoothly growing curve which already at

^ • 15 achieves a limit of absolutely black ball. The same form has the

curve for theory with supercritical pomeron. However In theory with RCP a

very slow "greying" of the nucleus central part begins after fc > 30. The

rapid blackening of tn& <v,c)eus centre 1n RCP 1s explained by the fact that

radii of nucleons that constitute the nucleus-grow very rapidly with In-

creasing energy and desp t; ?*;s fact that each individual nucleon "turns

grey" relatively rapidty, r=?
 rr
-t >. less the nucleus centre remains constantly

black in a wide energy range 15 < fe < 45. Hence at scatterfnq on

nucleus the contribution from the nucleus central part to the cross section

will be the same in the whole ranne in both theories.

Consider now the other values of the Impact parameter. It is seen from
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the figure that the nucleus radius 1n RCP grows much more rapidly than in

froissaron, but the peripheral part of the nucleus 1n RCP at ^ > 25 1s

much more transparent than 1n theory with supercritical pomeron. Therefore

at Ь < 25 the total cross sections 1n RCP on the air nuclei will be

larger than the cross sections with froissaron. However at Ъ > 25 the

nucleus radius 1n froissaron begins to grow as fc ; this latter toaether

with constant "blackness" of the nucleus central part provide a more rapid

growth of nuclear cross sections 1n theory with froissaron at £ > 25.

The account of corrections connected with Inelastic channels does not chanoe,

in principle, the train of our arguments.

From all this consideration one may conclude that the rapid qrowth of

cross sections on nucleus 1n theory with RCP up to fc< 35 1s due to the

fact that slopes In RCP grow much more rapidly than total cross sections.

6*J* ~ £°<"7, while
In theory with supercritical pomeron the picture 1s inverse. One can see

from formulae (4) and (9) that total cross sections 1n this theory will al-

ways grow with outstripping of the slopes growth. Though both 6>pp and

£(fc) on asymptotics behave as I: » this regime for Cpp will begin

always sooner. This 1s an Inherent property of theory with supercritical

pomeron, which cannot be changed by any theoretical tricks.

6. Possibilities of the Models Improvement.

Both models have some reserves to Improve and vary their pre-asymototical

behaviour in the range of practically accessible energies 10 < fe < 25.

Consider first the possibilities for RCP. First of all the values of

vertices of nucleon diffraction dissociation as well as the values^uf vertices

of mass non-diagonal transfers should be verified for they are necessary for

exact summation of quasi-elkonal series. For the present work these vertices
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were taken from Ref.[13j In which they were apparently underestimated. If

they turn out larger, this will allow still more to Increase Q 2 , which

«/ill result 1n essential enhancement of qrowth rate for all elastic scatter-

ing characteristics and postpone RCP froir •symptotic reaime. Besides, func-

tions Ct(^) and F a ( ^ X ) determining t-deoendence of amplitude need

erification. Their exact calculation will allow one to Improve essentially

he description of d € f / d t and <Tei in the RCP model.

The supercritical pomeron model also has many possibilities for beina

improved. First, one should take Into account the enerav dependence nf the

shower amplification coefficient С . Second, the account of correct

t-behaviour of residue functions will helo to describe the nre-asvmototic

region more correctly.

In the model with supercritical pomeron one should take Into account

also contributions from enhanced diagrams which can chanae substantially

pre-asymptot1c behaviour of theory.

Let us consider what experiments on future accelerators (SSC. LHC) could

be critical for the choice of correct theory. Colliders with enerov

Jib ~ 20 and 40 TeV ( £ = 19.8 and 21.2) will anpear 1n the nearest

future. The table lists the values of interaction characteristics for both

theories at the energies of \Г§ = 30, 52, 62, 100, ?50, 550, 20f>o. pnnn,

10000, 20000, 44)'::J a«* 40000 GeV.

Measured at i.0 -,id 40 TeV 6
t o t

 and & ( £ ) most nrobably will not

be able to set up i "-'it.hcas between the theories; however they will allow

to determine their paraiikStsrs more precisely as well as remove larpe error

corridors 1n the prediction? Measurements of СГ
е С
 and <T

e e
/ C~

iot

will already allow one to draw some conclusions. If СГ and СГ / С

turn out to grow considerably slowtr thaft t
г
 . It will become a strona

argument in favour of RCP theory, if it turns out that yet thev orcw ranidly.
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then again the question will remain open, since some Improvement of RFT will

allow to achieve such a growth.

Summarizing all stated above, one can say that even at such enercie* one

will apparently fall to find a reliable answer to the quesion: "What theory

does work after all at superhigh energies?"

In conclusion the authors would H k e to express their sincere gratitude

to A.Ts.Amatuni, S.G.Matinyan and E.A.Mamidjanyan for their support and

permanent Interest 1n the work, and also to K.A.Ter-Martirossyan, A.B.Kaida-

lov, A.P.Garyaka and A.E.Nazaryan for the useful discussions.
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Table

GeV

30

52

62

100

250

550

1000

2000

5000

10000

20000

30000

40000

j

6.8

7.9

8.25

9.21

11.04

12.62

13.82

15.20

17.03

18.42

19.81

20.62

21.19

cr t o t

40.24

42.51

43.32

42.55
46.03

46.53
53.53

54.94
62.05

63.03
69.22

69.70
77.62

78.02
87.81

89.9?

S9.?;?
9Ч-.8Г"

поло i
lWWfl

116.45 |
105.02

118.92 |
L

%

12.11

12.73

12.96

12.42
13.59

13.08
14.77

14.43
15.80

15.67
17.38

16.67
19.45

17.90
23.03

19.64
26.20

21.05
S8.90~~

11.56

зп.зз
L..-.A8

?
0.0375

0.0518

0.0611

0.0893

0.128

0.136

0.134
0.129

0.130
0.112

0.125
0.0852

0.119
0.0666

0.114
0.0515

0.110
0.0445

0.107
0.0402

0.106

,.377

7.816

7."974

7.037
8.581

7.965
10.67F

10.017
13.412

12.0ЯЗ
15.176

13.841
17.045

16.092
18.424

19.412
18.7П6

22.176
18.98?

25.158
19.091

27.000
19.131

27,716

0.1833

0.1839

Р.184П

0.1654
0.1864

0.1712
0.1995

0.1823
0.216?

П.1917
0.2192

0.1986
0.2196

0.2063
0.2098

0.2158
0.1482

0.2?20
0.1901

0.2280
0.1Я61

0.2318
0.1834

0.-2331

32.86

34.69

35.3«T

35.51
37.45

38.57
4?. 85

44.93
~2g7ff4"

50.95
54.05

55.86
. 60.57

61.43
60.39

70.56
75.66

77.55
80.85

84.94
83.48

R9.45
Я5.20

SI.20

С

1.477

1.469

1.467

1.431
1.448

1.378
1.35?

1.287
1.248

1.219
1.23ft

1.172
1.2?8

1.124
1.286

1.070
1.361

1.035
1.419

1.004
1.4Й9

0.988
1.471

0.982

In each line the upper numbers refer to RCP, the lower ones - to frofs-

saron.
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